[Separation of rat serum antisuppressor antibodies eliminating T-suppressors and stimulating their generation in mice in vivo].
Immunization of rats with enriched murine specific T-suppressors (STS) permitted obtaining the antisuppressor serum (ASS) which selectively inactivated in vitro the capacity of the STS to inhibit the proliferation of T-lymphocytes in a mixed lymphocyte culture in response to allo-antigens. Two opposite effects of the ASS in vivo were demonstrated: elimination of T-suppressors (on ASS administration 4 days after immunization) and stimulation of their formation (on ASS administration before immunization or to non-immunized mice). It is assumed that the two opposite effects of the ASS in vivo are caused by two different types of antibodies to unidentified markers of STS to an antigen of differentiated STS and to an antigen expressed on their precursors.